
Overture 

Hugo Huber was enjoying a beer and cigarette in the corner of a midtown bar near the Criterion 

Theatre on Broadway. He was smiling without knowing it, and several strangers nodded 

pleasantly in his direction. People were attracted to the glow of good fortune, he firmly believed. 

Zemlinsky, Schoenberg, Enescu—how did those composers imagine they made people 

feel after listening to their pieces? Wasn’t it their duty to stop taking the birch rod to the audience 

once in a while and give them some beauty, some hope? What lay behind these tortuous pieces 

that the Great War seemed to have sucked out of the trenches along with the twisted stumps of 

trees and severed legs? He struck the table lightly as he thought about it. He had had his troubles, 

but how could he count himself unfortunate when they were living in New York, the best place 

in the world, the capital of the future? He supposed that was the thing—the modern composers 

were mired in the Old World, when he had had the good sense to move here and into the future. 

Mahler himself might be alive if he had not gone back to the toxins of Vienna. The toxins 

included that baggage of a wife, Alma. 

He smiled again, thinking of his own wife, Liesl. He had won her through almost 

superhuman effort. And now, with that same zeal and patience—not to mention exquisite 

timing—with which he had executed his campaign to win the beautiful Liesl Prinz back in 

Vienna, he was climbing his musical profession in the new art of motion pictures. What a lucky 

man he was! He made a list of his treasures to himself as he surveyed the smoky bar. Liesl and 

the two children were at the top of the list, and next his profession as a conductor at The 

Criterion Theatre, which many knowledgeable people considered the classiest motion picture 

theater in New York. 



Another thing he would add to the list was the presence of the newly hired maid, Effie. 

Hugo and Liesl did not do well without servants. 

He more and more remembered events as a series of motion picture scenes, including this 

morning. Hugo and Liesl Huber and their children had posed for a family portrait at the 

photography studio on Ninth Ave.—a portrait to send to their relatives back in Vienna. What a 

time getting themselves and the children ready! Effie polished little Shirley’s shoes, while Hugo 

worked on Fred, bathing the boy and rubbing him down with a big Turkish towel. Liesl was 

intent on wearing the hat Hugo had given her for her birthday, and the hair had to be done a 

certain way so that a few choice ringlets would fall from under the brim. She knew the big hat 

was a little old-fashioned for 1919, but she would never mention it to Hugo. While she finished 

her toilette, she sat Shirley on the floor next to her dressing table and allowed her to play with 

her jewelry. 

Next there was the business of Liesl’s having to pull the necklaces off Shirley, who had 

entangled them not only around her neck but also in her curly hair and shrieked when her mama 

pulled them free. At last everyone was waiting by the door for the cab, and then Shirley spilled 

water on the floor from the watering can that Liesl had left near the potted fern. What a spiller 

the child was! She had spilled an entire glass of apple juice on the white tablecloth at breakfast 

and then some of her mother’s eau de cologne on the floor beside the dressing table. Effie ran for 

a rag, while four-year-old Shirley complained that the water had gotten on her shoes. “Meine 

Schuhe! Meine Schuhe!” Hugo sang a song to her to the tune of “Ach du liebe Augustin.” 

Spilling on the dog and cat, spilling on her mama’s hat 

Spilling on her little shins, 

Shirley’s spilling makes me spin! 



The boy, Freddy, thought the song wonderful and spun round on the tile floor of the 

lobby, while Hugo sang the song again, although Shirley objected “Not the dog! Not the cat!” 

Later, Hugo hummed the little song as the photographer arranged the family. Fred tried to 

spin in his seat. Hugo chuckled. “Stop that, Papa!” whispered Liesl, but she was smiling, and 

Hugo kept humming while Fred tried to turn around in his seat. Only Shirley was solemn. Hugo 

loved his little American children with their nice American names. Fred or Freddy, not 

Frederick, and little Shirley of the big brown eyes. Hugo changed to a new song to cheer up 

Shirley and calm down Freddy. “I dream of Shirley with the big brown eyes.” Stephen Foster, 

what a gift for tune he had! And then, to make sure that Fred didn’t feel slighted, “I dream of 

Freddy with the big wide smile!” And Fred smiled on cue. Did any man in all New York have 

such a perfect family? “Whoosh! The photographer’s flash startled Shirley and made her cry. 

Fred was delighted. Chaos again. 

This particular bar where he sat now, his favorite in all New York, made him think of 

Vienna. The regulars were in his circle—musicians and performers. He liked sitting for a bit, as 

in a coffee house, savoring a cigarette or two, reminiscing. One of Hugo’s favorite reveries was a 

comparison of his children’s life and his own childhood. Hugo had a high tolerance for 

disorderly family events like the photograph outing this morning, but all the messiness exhausted 

Liesl, who was now at home taking a nice nap while Effie, that wonder worker, was minding the 

children and preparing their supper. Their children’s lives were comfortably stable—so different 

from his unsettled childhood in Vienna. 

“We will find you a home.” His grandfather the Cantor’s majestic voice still resounded 

from time to time in his dreams. When he came to live with Uncle Josef and Aunt Irene after his 

parents’ death, Hugo was six years old—the same age as Fred was now. They were very good to 



him, as good as they could be, and he and Otto, his cousin, were nearly the same age. But there 

were strange things, too, of habit and speech. Uncle Josef was a new resident of Vienna when 

Hugo came to live in his home. He pronounced words with a strange roll that was alien to little 

Hugo so carefully reared by his urbane parents. And, of course Uncle Josef and Aunt Irene, 

being Catholic, spoke no Yiddish, the comfortable language that warmly spiced the talk of 

Hugo’s parents and grandfather. 

The story behind little Hugo, one of the Cantor’s grandchildren, coming to live with a 

Catholic family of modest means after his parents’ death began with Hugo’s grandmother, the 

Cantor’s first wife who died giving birth to her one and only child—Hugo’s mother. The 

grandmother, who died so young, was a convert to Judaism. She and Cantor Salomon had fallen 

in love, a rare reason at that time for marrying. The attraction was a conflagration of 

combustibles that made it impossible to resist on both sides; they both had beautiful voices, were 

beautiful people, and Berthe Egger thought Cantor Salomon the most dignified man she had ever 

met—a striking contrast to her hunched, ruddy father from the country. Berthe’s husband and 

Berthe’s father were nearly the same age. Whatever their private sorrow to have a daughter 

convert and marry a Jewish older man, Berthe’s parents could barely take it in that she had 

captured the heart of one of the most renowned musical figures in Vienna; this they knew 

although at the same time ignorant of the particulars such as the Cantor’s friendships with 

Schubert and Schumann, his position at the Conservatory, his composition and singing of lieder. 

They did know he was the Cantor of the magnificent Stadttempel—so famous that tourists from 

as far as England came to the temple just to hear his voice. 

The marriage was very short. The Cantor had waited until he was fifty-four years old to 

wed, but one year later his beloved Berthe died giving birth to their child. A year after that, the 



Cantor married again, principally to provide little Flora with a mother. Alas, his second wife did 

not accept Flora, and the child was given to a nurse to raise. The second wife was very prolific, 

and sixteen years later, at the age of seventy-one, the Cantor became the father of his last child—

the twelfth, counting Flora from his first tragically short marriage. Little Flora was brought up in 

the big rambling house of the Cantor and the sour stepmother, with plenty of half-brothers and 

half-sisters, a cook, nursemaid, and the adoring Cantor. But the second wife dominated the 

scene. To Flora, she was correct at best, but usually snide, and never motherly. She associated 

Flora with the Cantor’s beloved first wife, whose portrait still hung in his study. The second wife 

liked to allude to Berthe’s Catholic family from the country as much as possible, tying that topic 

of conversation to other bits if she could think of a way. 

“Flora, do you know if your mother’s people served the seven fishes at their Christmas?” 

“So many Christians in Vienna are ignorant about our faith. Do you know if your 

mother’s people believe in this appalling ‘Blood Sacrifice’ rumor?” 

The Cantor adored Flora and sighed when the second wife asked one of these hostile 

questions. By the time his Flora married, her father was seventy-six years old. The groom was an 

educated journalist, a contributor to several Jewish publications. The Cantor showered the young 

couple with everything he could think of, even composing a piece for their wedding and singing 

it himself. The old man’s baritone was still resonant in the middle range, and the piece was 

written for it. 

When Hugo was born two years later, the Cant Cantor sang to him at every opportunity 

the great Psalm 16 setting, composed by the Cantor when he was a young man. First Hugo 

learned the tune—before he could speak and to the Cantor’s delight. Then a year later, he learned 

the words—the most Hebrew he ever had by heart in his entire life, as it turned out. 



 

I have set the Lord always before me; He is at my right hand, I shall not be moved. 

Therefore my heart is glad; and my glory rejoiceth; my flesh also dwelleth in safety. 

For Thou will not abandon my soul to the nether-world, neither wilt Thou suffer Thy 

godly one to see the pit. 

Thou makest me to know the path of life; in Thy presence is fullness of joy, in Thy right 

hand bliss for evermore. 

 

The dear old Cantor’s face was bright with love for this budding musician who would sing the 

Psalm perched on his grandfather’s knee, breathing between every word, but with excellent 

pitch. The grandfather always carried a sweet in his pocket to reward little Hugo so that Hugo’s 

first idea of a music lesson was connected with candy. 

After his parents died in the accident, and he went to live with Uncle Josef, Aunt Irene, and 

cousin Otto, Hugo often sang himself to sleep with the Psalm and also hummed it quietly when 

he was a big boy before a recital. 

The Cantor’s second wife had been annoyed that the Cantor carried on with so much 

sentimental passion about Hugo: “The darling! What an ear!” She made his saying into a taunt: 

“His ears! The darling!” 

The Cantor said nothing but “Ach! Ach” and folded his arms. 

The stepmother armed herself with many reasons against taking in six year old Hugo 

after the accident and ceaselessly repeated them to the Cantor’s bowed head, heavy with grief: 1. 

The Cantor was eighty-one years old; 2. She herself was close to sixty; 3. There wasn’t enough 

room in the house; 4. Flora had spoiled Hugo—he was like a wild dog from the country. Little 



did she know that her energetic efforts through the years to associate Berthe, Flora, and Hugo 

with the country only intensified the Cantor’s love for them. He himself had begun his life in the 

country. He had been rescued from an Alpine stream into which he had fallen when a small boy, 

and his mother dedicated him to God after that miracle and saw to it that the whole family moved 

to Vienna where, thanks to the blessed Emperor, Jews enjoyed great freedom. Country life was a 

purer, healthier life, believed the old romantic grandfather. Hugo, who was city-bred and actually 

developed cosmopolitan tastes rather early, was fancied by the Cantor to be a specimen of the 

sweetness of country manners and hospitality. When the Cantor looked at Hugo in his little cot, 

he would sometimes sing softly from Haydn’s Seasons: 

The huts that shelter us, 

The wool that covers us, 

The food that nourishes us, 

All is thy grant, thy gift, 

O noble toil! 

None of his other children pleased the Cantor as much as did Flora and her little son. He 

had hidden his adoration of Flora as much as he could from his jealous second wife while his 

daughter grew up in their house, but after Flora’s marriage to the journalist, he spent many happy 

hours in the cozy rooms of the young couple’s flat, freely and liberally expressing his affection 

for her and her little son. They had cake and tea at the table next to the sunny window in the 

parlor, the table covered in the red damask tablecloth that Hugo never forgot. In his memory, 

scenes from his parents’ home always had a glowing red ground. 

The Cantor had given music lessons to all his children as they grew. Several became 

accomplished musicians, playing in musical groups throughout the Empire. Eventually, one 



became the principal cellist of the Philharmonic. As for Hugo, the Cantor’s early musical 

connection to him was accompanied by overflowing love; he guided the boy’s tiny fingers with 

his own on the keys of the piano, which had been his wedding gift to Flora and her husband. (“A 

piano!” said the second wife scornfully. “Of course! An expensive treasure for your treasure!”) 

After the terrible accident that killed Flora and her young husband, the Cantor pondered 

where their son, his grandson little Hugo, would be raised and by whom. Hugo’s father had been 

from Moravia, and the young man’s parents were dead. No one from his son-in-law’s family had 

even attended the wedding or funeral. The Cantor knew of no other relatives. 

The decision about where to place Hugo—after his wife’s relentless campaign to send the 

little boy away from their house—came to the old Cantor in a dream. He would reunite Hugo 

with some of the Eggers, his first wife’s family. He made inquiries of Berthe’s much younger 

brother, Josef, about the same age as poor Flora. Josef Eggers had been but two years in Vienna, 

and there he had met and married the quiet, intelligent Irene, whose parents were humble but 

respectable people in the great city. 

Josef and Irene readily agreed to take Hugo. They were kind-hearted, and little Hugo was 

a winsome orphan. Josef Eggers had never known his much older sister, Berthe, Hugo’s 

grandmother, but she lived on in family stories. Josef and Irene had only one child and their 

income was modest, so as part of the bargain, the old Cantor offered a generous monthly stipend 

to accompany Hugo to his new home. After Hugo had moved to their flat, the Cantor often 

visited, continuing to give his grandson music lessons on Flora’s piano that had arrived along 

with Hugo to the Eggers’ home. The Cantor often stayed for tea with the little family, and he was 

impressed with their industriousness. Part of his calculation in placing Hugo there was that 

Berthe’s brother Josef was himself a musician—of limited training and of moderate talent. The 



Cantor believed he could trust the Eggers to oversee Hugo’s musical education when he could 

not. Several times when the Cantor visited, Josef, trembling with shyness, played his cello, and 

the Cantor accompanied him on the piano. 

As long as the Cantor lived, Aunt Irene made sure that Hugo attended the Stadttempel, 

although she suffered bouts of guilt over it and was too ashamed to tell her priest in confession. 

On those Sabbaths, Irene hurried through the streets to the synagogue with Hugo, whose face 

glowed with anticipation and Irene’s scrubbing. He would sit with his own male relatives and 

sway back and forth as they did. During the service, Hugo loved putting his head against the 

Cantor’s arm. They always sat together at the end of the pew. Hugo would gaze upward at the 

women, arranged in the balcony with their Yiddish prayer books propped on the rail, and above 

them the splendid dome with its silver stars. When they sang, the Cantor’s voice, still beautiful in 

his extreme old age, resonated through both their bodies. Hugo was sure the Temple was where 

God lived, and that the Cantor knew Him personally. The Cantor and his numerous family 

members were a mighty force in the Temple, and little Hugo was personally connected to that 

power. 

When Hugo was ten, the Cantor died. The stipend stopped to Uncle Josef and Aunt Irene, 

despite the Cantor’s deathbed instructions to his second wife. 

“My husband was delirious,” she told herself. “He had no idea what he was saying.” 

All contact between Hugo and the Salomons ceased. The Cantor’s second wife made sure 

of it. Aunt Irene neglected to take him to the Stadttempel. Her aim was to convert him to her own 

brand of fervent Catholicism. But Hugo carried within him the deep knowledge that he was a 

special person, loved especially well, destined for music and set apart from the kindly, but 

humble Eggers. Often through the years, to people who knew he was an orphan, he seemed 



inexplicably confident. He could not tell the story of his parents and the Cantor in any way that 

made real the great happiness and hope of his early years with his loving parents and grandfather 

in the little flat—the warm spirit that informed the rest of his life. But he had known loneliness, 

too, the loneliness of the orphan. The old Cantor had given him his blessing many times, but 

especially as the old man lay in bed during his last illness. Aunt Irene had brought Hugo to see 

his grandfather, and the step-grandmother dared not bar his way. 

“Do not ever forget that you are a Jew,” the Cantor said in a low whisper. 

Hugo never did, although piety was not a big part of his makeup. Being a Jew meant 

being part of a true family through thousands of years. Years later, when he fell in love with 

Liesl, he also fell in love with her Jewish family. He loved every one of them, even the papa, 

who, for a long while, didn’t like him in return. Hugo had been sure that he could change the 

father’s feelings, and that Herr Prinz, Liesl’s father, would love him as the old Cantor had. 

Aunt Irene had succeeded in her plan to curtail Hugo’s visits to the Temple, but Josef was 

adamant that they honor their pledge to the Cantor to continue his music lessons. Mein Gott, the 

training was quite different from his kindly grandfather’s candied lessons! He was almost killed 

by it. The teacher that Uncle Josef and Aunt Irene found—he was easy on their budget—was a 

silent, glowering man with poisonous breath, a friend of a friend of Josef’s, who beat young 

Hugo’s knuckles with a baton when he made a mistake on the keyboard. His aunt would lead 

him up the dark cold stairs to the man’s lair—week after week for five years until he was old 

enough to enter the Conservatory and take up the violin. Imagine taking a child’s little perfect 

rosy fingers and beating them with a stick? Fred and Shirley would be trained differently. No 

beatings ever, not even the tiniest tap. 



His cousin, Otto, had had no musical talent whatsoever. Uncle Josef had expected his son 

to be musical like himself, but Otto couldn’t carry a tune. “What shall we do with you?” Uncle 

Josef said in bewilderment. Otto loved parades and pretending to fence with a stick, his parents 

observed. So, at fifteen, Otto was enrolled in a military academy, graduating six years later as a 

handsome, if somewhat short, officer and joining the Emperor’s army. Uncle congratulated 

himself for finding “the thing!” as he put it. As an officer, Otto had some glorious years for 

sure—wine and women, sitting a horse, command and respect. Hugo loved reading Otto’s letters 

aloud to his friends in the Conservatory. But then came The Great War, and now Otto was dead. 

Every time Hugo thought of Otto, he felt guilty. Why should he, Hugo, be alive because he had 

music? 

When he and Otto were children, the family would visit his Uncle Josef’s people in the 

summer. The country Eggers sang together at gatherings, even the littlest children taking 

harmonious parts. Otto was encouraged to mouth the words when the family sang together. 

Once, the extended Egger family performed for a nobleman. They lined up—twenty Eggers or 

more—in two straight rows in the middle of a gilded room in the nobleman’s palace, painted 

cherubs dancing above their heads on the ceiling. They were a picture of country simplicity and 

virtue—dressed in their dirndls and lederhosen, their cheeks rosy and their voices strong as they 

sang folksongs for twenty minutes. Otto did as he was told and mouthed the words alongside the 

more musical young Eggers on the front row. Afterward there were cakes with beautiful rosettes. 

Otto, who had shining black hair, long eyelashes, and a winning smile, was given particular 

notice by the nobleman. “My little Mozart!” said the old man and gave him a coin. 



It was a great Eggers story, but Irene grew silent when the burly farmers laughingly told 

it. Her own family was not musical, but they behaved like lords and ladies compared to her 

husband’s rustic people. 

Hugo’s aunt, the saintly Irene, looking down with pity on them all now from Heaven, had 

not been musical. Her gift was for deference. She schooled Hugo in charm and also humility: the 

respectful casting down of eyes in the presence of betters, the careful pronunciation and 

eagerness to help. Such behavior was strategic for a modest family like the Eggers, who came 

into contact with richer, better educated, higher-placed persons, since Irene and Josef had 

decided to move to the more elevated neighborhood, to an apartment block that was once servant 

quarters for a mansion. 

It had been Josef’s and Irene’s passionate hope that Hugo and Otto would meet a better 

class of person than the rough boys of their former home on the outskirts of Vienna. But Irene 

not only believed that a humble aspect was clever—she also believed that it was pious. “There 

are great people, greater than ourselves, and we are put here to serve them.” 

Irene’s mother had been a servant in a merchant’s grand house when Irene was a small 

girl, and Irene herself had helped her mother from time to time in the imposing house, speaking 

in a whisper when addressed by the great lady or gentleman and rewarded with her own tiny 

feather duster to dust the Meissen on the sideboard. They had given her a little step ladder to 

stand on. 

Not once had Irene made a mistake in her duties. It was she who discovered the master’s 

dead body in his great chair by the fire. She had run very quickly and very silently to the 

mistress. “Something is wrong with Herr Popper,” she said in a steady voice. “Please do hurry.” 



Frau Popper never forgot the child’s sensitivity. When she herself died, it was discovered 

she had left a sum of money in her will for Irene, and Irene was able to attend school for several 

years. She was an excellent pupil, especially in the domestic arts and elocution. Years later, she 

taught Hugo and Otto to pronounce words correctly as she had learned. “Our great God, who 

watches over us, is the King. And under Him is His son, Jesus, and his son’s mother, Our Lady. 

And under them are the angels in all their ranks. On Earth, it is a little mirror of Heaven. At the 

top are our good Emperor and his Empress, and under them are the dukes and duchesses and 

such, all the way down to my little darlings!” she would say, cupping their faces. “Under you are 

others—the poor people and the gypsies. We must be kind to them as our betters are to us and as 

our God and Jesus Christ and Our Lady are to us all.” 

All through the boys’ childhood, Irene repeated this vision of Heaven and Earth—after 

she had finished a bedtime story and before Hugo and Otto said their prayers, kneeling by their 

bed with Irene watching over them. Her only disappointment about Hugo was his lack of 

seriousness. Here he was—handsome, talented, hardworking—and yet, he found the world an 

endless source of amusement, whereas she was ever aware of its tragedies. His sunniness and 

keen attunement to the ridiculous seemed more appropriate to someone either higher or lower 

born than the Eggers; he was like an aristocrat, unworried and beaming. He was like a peasant, 

forever joking. Otto, by contrast, was a serious child. He would make a respectable judge or 

general. 

The person she knew with Hugo’s same devilish carelessness was her own brother, Eric, 

and look what he had done with his life! He was a butcher with barely two kronen to rub together 

and an appetite for pleasure that was a life-long embarrassment to Irene. Eric certainly had found 

the right sort of person for his wife, she thought. The high-colored Mathilde loved nothing better 
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than attending the opera with “mein Eric”(the cheapest seats to be sure), dressed and painted like 

a prostitute. There had been stories circulated about Mathilde before she married Brother that 

had worried Irene to distraction. And where were the children, Irene secretly wondered without 

saying a word to anyone. Was the woman barren? Irene sometimes allowed herself the dark 

speculation that Brother and his wife didn’t want children and practiced a sinful method of 

obstructing the entrance of souls to the earth. They were rarely seen anywhere near the church, 

and although Irene made excuses for them to the priest, she was mortified by their impiety. What 

if Hugo, her adopted but beloved child, should take the same path? It would be better if she were 

in her grave! 

The other great lesson besides strategic deference that Irene imparted to Hugo and Otto 

concerned time. The Eggers, like so many humble people, perched on the precarious bottom rung 

of respectability, were obsessed with punctuality. Aunt Irene, particularly, was punctual to an 

almost clock-like degree. Her few displays of anger were usually connected with tardiness. “Tsk! 

Tsk! Tsk!” she would say, her finger moving back and forth like the pendulum on a clock. She 

told Hugo and Otto many stories about the failures of punctuality that had resulted in lost 

positions and fortunes. One was about a boy eaten by a wolf because he had not come home to 

supper on time. She was quite good at evoking the horrible teeth and lapping tongue of the 

hungry wolf as he chewed on the little boy’s plump arm. 

Another was a Bible story about some tardy maidservants who were unprepared to serve 

the bridegroom, their master, because they had foolishly delayed filling their lanterns. “They all 

lost their positions!” said Aunt Irene. “Every one of the silly girls! They had spent their time in 

adorning themselves for the wedding, instead of attending to the important duties of filling the 



oil lamps!” At that point of the story, she would dramatically turn down the lamp, so that the 

boys’ room was in dark shadow. 

“There, meine Kinder!” she would say and kiss them. Do not be foolish about time.” 

In the parlor, there hung a framed saying, beautifully stitched in gold by Irene when she 

was a girl. “Zeit ist Geld.” (Time is money.) Hugo always believed the thread was of real gold, 

and he spent much time staring at the saying, since it was the only thing besides a crucifix that 

hung on the wall of the whitewashed parlor. For him, the frequent references to time not only 

concerned punctuality but also music. In all the years he had trudged up the steps to the angry 

music teacher, the man had given him but one bit of praise. But because the compliment was 

such a shock, and because it seemed to be choked out by the man—as if it physically pained him 

to say it—Hugo remembered it exactly all his life. “Mein Gott, what a gift for rhythm you have!” 

Hugo had been playing a Chopin mazurka, and he had forgotten for a minute the man’s stick at 

the ready to strike his fingers for wrong notes. Hugo had leaned into the little piece, as he had 

once leaned against the Cantor in the Temple, the notes and rhythm pouring through his fingers 

onto the keys. 

When he went to the Conservatory the following year, several teachers mentioned his gift 

for timing. But for Hugo, their praise never equaled that of his old harsh teacher. Through the 

painstaking years of string lessons, he knew that many of the other students were better than he. 

They were the ones who became soloists. But only rarely, even among the faculty of the 

Conservatory, did he encounter his equal in musical rhythm. 

As it turned out, his Aunt Irene was also lucky in her timing, because she died before she 

learned of Otto’s death in snowy Galicia. It was also lucky that Irene had not lived to see her 

adopted child, her Hugo, more and more a citizen of the coffee house and less and less a faithful 
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parishioner of their church. He was like Josef; religion meant the beautiful music in Vienna’s 

baroque churches. Their own parish church—the one they attended in the neighborhood—had 

little to recommend itself to Hugo. He loved the old priest, of course. Who wouldn’t? Hugo felt 

like patting Father Matteo’s white head of down, so much like a baby duck’s, as the priest bent 

painfully to serve the Host. 

It was music that brought out Hugo’s sense of decorum and feeling for ethereal 

magnificence, not the rest of the church service when the priests and old ladies moaned together. 

And what would his aunt have said about Hugo’s marriage to Liesl? He tried not to allow the 

scene to shape itself in his theatrical mind, but he couldn’t help it: Irene praying on her knees, 

tears and sorrow flooding the little parlor—enough tears to float a boat all the way to the 

Danube, swelling chords from the Verdi Requiem as the background music! Married to a Jew! 

Her adopted boy returned to the religion of the Cantor, despite her best efforts! 

Liesl’s father, the principal violist, made an awful row himself—a real scene rather than 

Hugo’s imaginary one, but it wasn’t because of the religious problems. Instead, it concerned the 

musical hierarchy of Vienna. Liesl’s family, whatever their origins in some Eastern shtetl, were 

musical aristocrats. Liesl herself had been on a straight road to professional success, flying 

through the regional opera houses all the way to Cologne at the age of nineteen, where the 

audiences applauded her bell-like coloratura. Then came the terrible tragedy of the tonsillectomy 

by that quack of a doctor, Fleischmann. A Jewish doctor robbing a Jewish soprano of her angelic 

voice! What a bitter piece of diabolic comedy. Herr Prinz, Liesl’s father, vowed revenge. The 

scene was a mixture of Faust and Wagner: the powerful father, standing straight with rage and 

grief; tiny, beautiful Liesl seated in the green velvet chair, her head bowed; Liesl’s mother 

pleading with her husband on her knees, “Please, please, Oskar, do not kill the doctor!” 



“Of course I will not kill him!” shouted the father. “I will find a more painful thing to do 

to him! I will rip out his liver and cook it up with some nice potatoes!” 

For weeks after Fleischmann’s operation, the parents had believed Liesl’s whispering 

would clear, and she could begin her singing again, as so confidently promised by the smug Herr 

Doktor. Eventually, the young woman’s speaking voice did come back in all its high musicality, 

and she was once again twittering with the family like a little finch. Knowledge of the tragedy of 

the loss of Liesl’s singing took several more months to shadow their home. If she tried to sing 

only a few sweet phrases, the voice would break, and her speaking voice thickened. Nothing 

helped—not the warm compresses or the drinking of the disgusting sulfur water. 

The day the medical school specialists met with Liesl and her parents to pronounce the 

death sentence on Liesl’s singing was one of the darkest of Herr Prinz’s life! 

“Why did you have the operation performed when there was nothing wrong with her 

tonsils?” asked a young doctor, as another, older one tried to shush him. 

Oskar Prinz, her father, had replied, in a voice that sounded as if it were coming from an 

ice chasm, that Herr Doktor Fleischmann had promised an even more beautiful voice for Liesl 

when he proposed to hack on her throat. The torture of it was that the father knew who the real 

criminal was—and it was himself. Such a voice as Liesl possessed was rare and beautiful, 

although not the most rare and beautiful he had ever heard with his perfect ears. He had wanted 

more for her. Really, of course, he knew the surgery was to fulfill a dream for him, the great and 

selfish principal violist of the Philharmonic. How he cursed himself on those many occasions he 

awakened in the sleeping house and the cold guilt uncurled itself painfully in his chest! How 

could he, her father, have allowed such a thing! No amount of shouting at his wife and Liesl 



about the doctor could extinguish Herr Prinz’s painful guilt. His Liesl with her gift destroyed, her 

singing lost forever. 

He could never forgive himself, and part of his penance was his posture of seeming 

indifference to his other two daughters’ singing careers. “Quite nice!” was all he said when 

Gertie, the middle sister, made her debut at the Berlin Comic Opera in Der Fledermaus. The 

whole family was in attendance, but Herr Prinz was a changed man. In the past, he would have 

taken the opera director for supper during the rehearsals, so that the man would know with force 

that having Prinz’s daughter in the company meant obtaining his, the principal violist of the 

Vienna Philharmonic, musical connections. Now Herr Prinz would do no more of that sort of 

thing. Gertie could sing her own way—just as the youngest daughter, Nan, could fiddle her own 

way—to fortune or not. No more would he try to live his beloved daughters’ lives as well as his 

own. This was his watchword until that little fiddler, Hugo Huber, came along asking for his 

Liesl’s hand in marriage, a year after the tragedy of the tonsillectomy. 

The impudence! Once again, Herr Prinz was forced to play the part of the outraged father 

with the women cowering while the fiddler, still and white, faced the father’s stormy wrath. 

Naturally, everything had been wrong about the proposal. Nothing about it was elevated. First 

was the little man himself, a diminutive creature from a fairy tale. Then there was the peasant 

way he had made the proposal—over a weeknight dinner of codfish—in front of the whole 

family. He had not had the decency or courage to confront the father as it should be done. He 

cheekily held Liesl’s hand and asked the family’s blessing—as if his wife and daughters had 

anything to say about it! 

“They don’t pay the bills here, sir!” exploded Herr Prinz, with a rivulet of cod sauce 

running down his beard. “You!” he pointed at the fiddler. “You would ruin her!” 



Hugo was politely silent in the face of all this storming. Herr Prinz had been on the 

acceptance committee for the Conservatory and then on the hiring committee for the Royal 

Opera that had given Hugo his chance. It was a great irony to the father in the present 

circumstances that he had been responsible for the promotion that made this vulgar man think 

himself a proper suitor for Liesl Prinz. Surely he, the Papa, had set the whole tragedy in motion 

with his poor judgment: first the tonsillectomy and then the acceptance of Hugo into the 

Conservatory and Royal Opera. Most of the players in the Opera came from the Conservatory, 

but only a few pupils ever got the chance he had given Hugo. Most left the school and played in 

lesser orchestras throughout the Empire. To play in the Philharmonic had been Hugo’s dream—

the same dream as every other musician in Austria, including Hugo’s Uncle Josef, that cheerful, 

humble salon orchestra player. The first step was the Conservatory; the second was the Royal 

Opera; the third was the Parnassus of the Philharmonic. The Philharmonic itself voted on players 

from the Opera orchestra they wished to join them. Prinz was sure that Hugo was aiming for the 

Philharmonic, and Liesl was the key, because Prinz’s influence could help swing the vote for 

Hugo. 

Prinz had no idea that Hugo’s respect for him was genuine and that winning Liesl was not 

a strategy to win the Philharmonic. In fact, the opposite was true: winning her, not the 

Philharmonic, was his chief ambition. He had first spotted her years before at the Conservatory 

when they were both barely in their teens. She was sitting on a bench waiting outside her father’s 

studio in the long dark hall at the Conservatory. She was dressed in a pink linen dress. It was 

summer, and Liesl fanned herself with a black-and-gold Venetian fan, a damp curl or two 

fetchingly escaping from under her hat brim. “Hello,” he said and bowed. 

Liesl giggled. She inclined her head as if she were a princess reviewing the troops. 



Just then, the door opened, and Herr Prinz’s red face appeared. Liesl leapt up and kissed 

her papa. All the students at the Conservatory knew who she was. They boasted that she 

preferred one or another, and that it was their music that would win her. Only Hugo was 

perfectly serious, although the other boys didn’t know it. He was in love, and with the 

determination of an orphan and the cunning of a general, he plotted to win her. 

In those early days, Prinz never suspected that when he gave a recital or performed in a 

chamber group at the Conservatory, the Huber boy was there to catch the eye of his eldest 

daughter—not to hear the great man’s exquisite playing. The Huber boy, the great violist had 

innocently believed in that innocent time, showed a proper devotion to music by attending all the 

chamber groups and solo performances in which Herr Prinz played. Not once did the papa notice 

that a great number of glances were exchanged between Liesl and Hugo at those performances 

and that a word or two—and sometimes little notes—were passed at the interval at the 

Philharmonic performances. Oskar Prinz came to believe that such a respectful person should be 

given his chance in the Royal Opera, although the boy’s uncle was nothing more than a 

dancehall cellist. 

His grandfather had been the magnificent Cantor. Everyone knew that. 

When Hugo heard the news that he had been accepted into the Royal Opera, he ran 

through the streets like the swiftest Fiaker horse until he came to his uncle’s little flat. Tears 

streamed down Josef’s sallow face when Hugo told him the news. “My boy! My boy!” he 

sobbed over and over. And after a little, he said solemnly, “Your aunt is crying this day in 

Heaven,” and crossed himself. 

Dear, intelligent, ambitious Aunt Irene had died six months before. Josef’s sister, 

Berthe’s son, an Eggers (or partially one) in the Royal Opera! The costly lessons at the 



Conservatory were worth everything—the stretching of every krone, his poor dead wife’s 

ceaseless needlework for the bourgeois neighborhood ladies, the long nights of his toting his 

cello around the city to play in the hot crowded dance halls, cloudy with smoke—even the 

loneliness after his wife’s death when the beloved nephew moved out of the house to live closer 

to the Conservatory. Every obstacle had been overcome for this day. Hugo’s dear uncle had 

planned and hoped and prayed that the musical talent he himself possessed—and was his only 

legacy—would flourish in his nephew. 

If Herr Prinz had been a witness to that scene, he would have been moved. He was not a 

harsh or cold man in any sense. But how could he bear what he saw as Hugo Huber’s servility—

humble like a rabbit, his eyes downturned? Not a man but a puppet, Herr Prinz believed. As 

pretty as a girl. He would have been an excellent under-footman at one of the great palaces on 

the Ringstrasse—except he was too short. Why didn’t the suitor answer Herr Prinz in kind—roar 

his determination in full-throated love? 

“The scheming suitor is the Father’s enemy!” Only now did he understand—with such 

pain—the wisdom of that old saying. After the terrible night of the proposal, Herr Prinz had tried 

every stratagem to make the fiddler leave his eldest daughter alone. First he contemplated the 

idea of forbidding her to see him, but he reasoned that such a harsh measure might forever make 

a distance between him and his beloved daughter. 

He sent Liesl to her Grandmother Cecile in Venice for several months. Stupidly, the 

father did not count on the duplicity of his mother-in-law: he had information that she allowed 

the man to visit Liesl during that time. The old mother-in-law would have delighted in a spidery, 

sentimental scheme of love. He could imagine her dabbing her eyes while Huber embraced Liesl 

on the settee in front of her. 



Herr Prinz tried another stratagem. During the summer, he arranged for a small subset of 

the Royal Opera, including Huber, to play in a remote mountain town. One afternoon, several 

weeks after Hugo’s mountain retreat, Herr Prinz returned to his home to find Huber seated 

comfortably in the parlor. 

“Herr Principal Prinz!” He jumped from his seat and bowed so low that he looked like a 

coolie in Turandot. “It is my honor to see you and your family once again!” 

“Hmm,” was all the father grumbled in response. 

On the young man babbled—about the beauty of the mountain town and his gratitude to 

the principal for allowing him the “great opportunity” to play in the little orchestra. “I have 

learned so much! We play together with great warmth, like a single player. It is a miracle.” 

“Very nice,” said the father as he left the room. “I will not be here for supper,” he said to 

his wife as he left. “I will have my supper at the café.” 

His wife’s cheerful response was a sharp, thin knife in his heart: “Good-bye, meine 

Lieblich,” and she settled herself with alacrity next to Liesl’s little suitor. 

He could hear her laughing as Herr Prinz slammed the front door, this wife known far 

and wide as a model of dignity. The fiddler had bewitched her. How heavy was his heart, how 

heavy his legs as he trudged to the cafe! “Thank God for the sight of his old friend, Moser, the 

cellist. 

“Was ist los, mein Lieber?” 

Moser sympathized with Oskar Prinz’s description of his despair. Prinz’s analogy of the 

orchestra and the family seemed exact. Every masterful conductor was a magician in making the 

group cohere—of bringing out the color of the horns even as the strings dominated in a complex 

Beethoven passage, for example. Moser and Prinz thought of several other examples, and then 



they began to remember times when the orchestra had played particularly well. What about the 

time that Wagner himself conducted? Would either forget the maestro changing his clothes in 

front of the entire orchestra, disrobing down to his trousers, and then dressing in the velvet 

smoking jacket and beret and the felt slippers so that he would be comfortable while conducting 

the passages from The Lohengrin they were rehearsing? 

With what subtle intelligence and emotion the orchestra had played that night—and so 

many other nights! It seemed the Philharmonic played as if it were a single healthy person, the 

liver humming while the heart beat steadily and the bowels provided the bass ground. Herr 

Prinz’s family, too, were parts of a single body—each attached to the others, different but all part 

of the family Prinz. He was so proud of them—their beauty and talent and demonstrative 

affection for him! When his daughters were very little, he delighted in his wife standing at the 

door on his arrival home in the evening, and in a voice like Brunnhilde’s (she was a soprano with 

quite a range) announcing: “The Papa! The Papa!” 

He could remember with tender clarity how the three little girls would tumble down the 

stairs in white nightgowns, their dark curls, brushed and shining. They would fling themselves 

into his arms, all three fitting close there. He was the happiest man on earth. 

“And all Mama can say to defend the silly suitor,” Herr Prinz explained to Moser, “is he 

loves her!” 

Moser shook his head in sympathy. “I understand he plays fairly well, doesn’t he?” 

Moser had retired several years before from the Royal Opera and Philharmonic and personally 

didn’t know the fiddler. 

Prinz made a comme ci-comme ca gesture. “Passably. But, Moser, the silliness is what I 

cannot abide! The riddles and stupid parlor tricks! The man embarrasses himself.” 



Moser’s kind face cleared, and he beamed. He grasped Herr Prinz’s hand and began to 

chuckle. “Oskar—tricks? I’m thinking of a man thirty years ago, a magnificent violist who had a 

real gift for juggling and riddles!” Moser began to roar with laughter. “The man sits here!” and 

Moser jabbed Herr Prinz merrily in the chest. 

Then there was nothing for it but to remember together—the old days when they were 

young musicians. The time they dressed up like babies in one of the chamber groups in which 

they played—babies with big bonnets on their heads—and Oskar conducted from time to time 

with a baby’s rattle! The unforgettable occasion when a group of musician friends had such a 

snowball fight that Herr Prinz, in ecstasy, had shouted for the police—and a big, lumbering 

policeman had shown up and taken the five of them to jail. The judge, a music lover, dismissed 

the case on the grounds of civic necessity! Vienna needed their playing as it needed the water 

works. 

Ah, the women! The beautiful women they had known! Herr Prinz recalled the Parisian 

society woman who had commissioned a piece from him, and then had died from consumption 

before she could hear it played. And, of course, Mama herself, the soulful Italian beauty in the 

soprano section of the opera chorus of Venice. Oh, love, love. 

Herr Prinz had laughed, and now he wiped the tears from his eyes, thinking of that “Last 

chair” stealing his Liesl from their elegant circle. Headstrong young people in love were a staple 

of high opera, of course. But the tenor who won the soprano from her basso father was always 

dashing and talented. Herr Prinz could not recollect a single grand opera plot that was analogous 

to the ludicrous story unfolding. It was straight out of the comedies: he felt like senile Don 

Pasquale, the butt of the young people’s joke. The women were all arrayed against him, taking 

the side of the Nobody, who enchanted them with his tricks. They laughed at his puns and japes. 



The man did card tricks, and his wife and daughters were delighted! He was losing his favorite 

daughter, one who seemed to have forgotten everything he had done for her. 

All he could fetch up from serious literature was Shakespeare: “How sharper than a 

serpent’s tooth it is to have a thankless child!” But even as he said it, the cold serpent in his 

breast hissed that this, too, was his fault. Liesl at the Cologne Opera would have been safe from 

this impersonator, Hugo. Herr Prinz’s acts of charity in allowing the poor boy into the 

Conservatory and then into the Opera orchestra had been repaid cruelly by fate. 

Even so, Papa’s talk with Moser had a good effect. Recalling his own merry, heedless 

youth was a seed planted that eventually bloomed into his grudging consent to the marriage. 

What could the father do? And, besides, he admitted to himself, in Hugo’s presence his 

daughter’s sweet face had cleared of the shadows of the tonsillectomy disaster. 

As Moser had said, Liesl had fallen in love with someone like himself, her own papa. 

But the proposal had lacked dramatic tension and grandeur, and his not giving his consent 

for a month was a remedy. After the failure of Herr Prinz’s schemes to separate Liesl from 

Huber, after the three daughters’ pleading and his wife’s more sumptuous tactics, after Liesl’s 

leaving many charming notes, scented with rosewater under his pillow and plate—“Please, 

please, my papa! I will always love you best!”—after all this bustling warfare, Herr Prinz finally 

gave his consent. 

It was a sunny Monday afternoon in early September, and he was studying a score in his 

study. “Oh, why not get it over?” he said aloud, put down the score and walked into the parlor 

where he knew his wife and daughters were sewing. 

“I will need you to stay here for the next hour. I am asking Herr Huber to call on me.” 

All of the women looked up alertly, but none said a word except Nan. “Are you—” Comment [CE3]: AU: In dialogue, use the em 
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But his wife interrupted her. “Shush. This is the papa’s business.” 

Herr Prinz felt reassured by his control of the scene. He sent a note by a cabbie to the 

fiddler to come at once and returned to his study, closing the door behind him. He could hear the 

hushed excited voices of the women in the parlor. Twenty minutes later, the maid ushered into 

his presence the humble Hugo with downcast eyes. Herr Prinz poured them both a brandy before 

coldly informing Hugo that he would give his Liesl away to him. The father also reiterated in 

clipped tones the prediction that Hugo would ruin her. “I will be watching.” 

With that, Hugo did something unexpected. He looked Herr Prinz directly in the eye, 

shook his hand with a surprisingly firm grasp, and said, “I vow to take excellent care of your 

daughter. I love her with all my heart.” 

When Herr Prinz and Hugo emerged from the study and the father announced to his wife 

and daughters that he had given his consent for Liesl to marry Huber, the unseemly shortness of 

the interval between announcement and planning grated on Herr Prinz’s sense of scene. There 

was one minute of joyous, noisy shrieking—Liesl jumping from the couch and into his arms like 

a pole vaulter, kissing him over and over—and then the women going right to work with no 

delay on the wedding-like general officers in the Emperor’s army. 

That evening, Liesl’s papa and mama recalled their own wedding when they were alone 

together. Oskar Prinz’s parents had been more than a little dubious about their son’s musical life 

in the big city. They had sacrificed a great deal to move to Vienna from their little village, and 

they were overcome with pride that Oskar had done so well. All the talent he had displayed as a 

little boy had come to fruition at the new Conservatory where he was praised openly by his 

professors. The parents never moved from Jewish Leopoldstadt, although their son, Oskar, 

became a young man about town, thoroughly assimilated, attending “his” coffee house daily, and 



ascending from one success to another after his graduation from the new and increasingly 

famous Conservatory. First Paris, then the Royal Opera and chamber groups, and, finally, the 

election to the Philharmonic. 

It was almost too much for his parents. The father had pushed a barrow on the 

cobblestone streets to launch his son into the musical stratosphere. The mother never spoke 

anything but Yiddish and had barely been outside Leopoldstadt for years. 

They were silent when their son recounted his carefree adventures, his fraternization with 

minor nobility, his life in the salons and coffee houses. But when he brought home his Italian 

bride, the old people were stunned to learn of the civil ceremony in Venice. The old mother cried 

and put her apron over her head, swaying back and forth. No wedding by the rabbi? No chuppa? 

The girl’s parents must be as worldly as the Venetian Catholics. Who could believe she was a 

Jew? But thank G-d, she was. 

With that memory alive—their dismal meeting with Herr Prinz’s parents in Leopoldstadt 

after their hasty wedding in Venice—his wife convinced him to provide the best sort of reception 

party for Hugo and Liesl after the ceremony in the magnificent Stadttempel. 

The reception was held in the Bristol Hotel, in the smaller ballroom. Members of the 

Philharmonic took turns expertly playing the Strausses and Lehars for dancing—their gifts to the 

Prinzes and Hugo, too, who was popular. Tears flowed during toasts, which were by turns witty 

and sentimental. 

On that day, Herr Prinz tried his best to keep smiling, suppressing as best he could his 

sure knowledge that Hugo Huber’s obvious happiness stemmed not from love but from greed. 

With the appraising eyes of the father, he was sure that Hugo had made a very good business 



deal for himself by wooing and marrying Liesl. Oskar had given his blessing to the wedding, but 

he could not love the young husband. 

The father’s change of heart for his son-in-law came two years later when he witnessed 

Hugo’s heroic and successful ministrations to Liesl, caught suddenly that summer by typhoid and 

in mortal danger. As gently as Sieglinde, Hugo Huber nursed his young wife. As fiercely as 

Siegfried, he castigated one of the finest, most elevated doctors in Vienna for his neglect. “You 

will pay for this if you don’t save her,” Hugo had shouted. 

Papa was seated with Mama in the hall outside the young couple’s bedroom, where their 

Liesl lay absolutely still and white—with two splotches of fevered red on her cheeks and her hair 

matted with sweat on the pillow. Surprised by hearing Hugo’s manly shout through the closed 

door, for the first time, Papa’s heart lurched toward his son-in-law. 

The doctor had defended himself, basso-profundo, but they were all aware that his 

medical attentions to Liesl increased four-fold after Hugo’s furious threat. Hugo might be 

deferential to his musical and social betters, but this doctor deserved no such submission, unless 

he proved himself more intelligent than Liesl’s disease. When the fever broke, and the doctor 

pronounced her safe, Papa and Mama had embraced Hugo, both tightly enfolding him in a circle 

of passionate gratitude. The little fiddler loved their Liesl after all; he was not a scheming 

arriviste but a hero. 

During her recuperation, Hugo continued to demonstrate his loving resourcefulness: he 

read Schiller to her in a fine tenor voice; he sent out for marrow bones and broths, which he 

chilled along with the finest champagne, damn the cost, at the doctor’s suggestion, paying a 

neighbor boy to obtain ice throughout the day—ice that melted in minutes in the hideous July 
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heat of the city. He even played his violin for her, dressing up like a gypsy, while Liesl weakly 

clapped her little hands. 

“Maulfreundlich!” she whispered—the same toast they used for wine. He had courage 

enough for ten men, her Hugo. He had conquered doubt by standing up to Papa. He had 

conquered death by denouncing the doctor. 

And Liesl was brave, too. Six months later, when she and Hugo told their families of 

their stupendous decision to move to New York, they were met with angry arguments by Liesl’s 

family, all of it culminating in a melodramatic scene in the Prinz parlor one dark winter 

afternoon in 1906. “Please, please, Oskar, don’t let them go!” pled Liesl’s mother through her 

tears. She held a lace handkerchief to her face, and Liesl’s sisters cooed behind Mama’s chair. In 

the midst of the sad scene, Hugo noticed, as he had so many times before, how the Prinzes 

automatically arranged themselves into a stage tableau. 

“I? I?” Herr Prinz pounded his fist on the chair arm. He was remembering how his wife 

had championed Hugo’s pursuit of Liesl. Now Mama’s suppressed cries filled the room. Liesl 

and Hugo sat together on the settee where they had courted, tightly holding hands as if they were 

on a boat in a gale. Aunt Bibi looked pensively at the floor, smiling sadly as she rocked back and 

forth in the platform rocker next to the fireplace. 

Suddenly, Mama’s sniffling turned into loud wailing. Everyone was horrified by the 

piercing quality of her cries. Would she never stop? Would she have to be taken to the clinic? 

Finally, Dober, the dog, began to howl, and then they all burst into laughter, including, thank 

goodness, Mama. Aunt Bibi rocked faster and began to hum the “Merry Widow Waltz,” and 

soon all except Liesl were singing it, first shakily and then in strong harmony. 



Hugo’s ambition was to be a conductor in New York, Hugo explained to Liesl’s family 

who were in much better temper after singing. “My friend Arnold believes I can be a conductor 

at the new Hammerstein Opera. Arnold has every faith that the ‘HO,’ as he calls it, will rival and 

eventually outrank ‘the Met.’ Everyone in America likes to shorten the names of things, Arnold 

says.” 

Herr Prinz had heard about the Hammerstein Opera and didn’t think much of it. It seemed 

to be an enterprise based on arrogant spite, and such things rarely succeeded. Hammerstein was a 

Viennese, and Prinz knew people who knew him very well. In New York, he was trying to outdo 

the Metropolitan Opera as some other men had tried and failed to outdo the great Vienna 

Philharmonic over the years with their upstart orchestras. Prinz expected Nemesis was already 

setting her plot in motion to take down the high-flying Hammerstein as she loved to take down 

all humans who flew with hubris under their wings. 

Why did all occasions conspire against him? When he arranged for Huber’s conducting 

lessons, he had intended that his son-in-law add “another string to his bow,” as the musicians 

liked to put it. There was no guaranteeing, even with Prinz’s persuasion, that Hugo would ever 

be voted into the Philharmonic. His playing was good, but not superb. Richter himself was 

Huber’s teacher. Hugo surprised himself, not to mention Maestro Richter and Herr Prinz, with 

how readily he took to conducting. He had always been carefully—and sincerely—humble of 

aspect in his last chair violin seat in the Royal Opera orchestra. Inside his slight chest beat the 

heart of a showman, however. Conducting put him exactly where he liked it—the center of 

everyone’s attention. As he listened to Hugo expanding on the doomed Hammerstein Opera, 

Herr Prinz determined to write his young friend, the great Mahler, newly engaged as conductor 



at the Metropolitan Opera. Perhaps the conductor would hire Hugo, and his Liesl wouldn’t starve 

in America. That very evening, after the tumultuous scene in the parlor, Herr Prinz wrote: 

 

Dear Esteemed Maestro Mahler, 

You may have heard that my beloved eldest daughter has married Herr Hugo Huber. Alas 

for her old father and mother, Huber and my daughter are resolved to move to New York 

this spring. We have tried—all of us in the family have tried—to dissuade them from 

leaving, but they are young and determined. Perhaps you also remember that Huber plays 

with the Royal Opera orchestra. I believe his musicianship is maturing, and if he stayed 

in Vienna, he would eventually win a seat in the Philharmonic. [It would not help to 

mention his own doubts about Hugo’s prospects.] 

And, although we don’t discuss it, you are well aware of certain social conditions 

in the city that do not auger well for our people. 

Would you be so kind as to direct Huber to any promising work as a violinist? I 

must tell you that those musical masters who know him are quite impressed with his 

extraordinary sense of timing. Also, Maestro Richter has been giving him lessons in 

conducting this year and believes he is promising in that vein, too. 

I would be eternally grateful if you would supply yourself as a reference. 

Thank you so much, dear Maestro. I remain 

Your Faithful and Admiring Friend, 

Oskar Prinz 

 



Hugo and Liesl left Vienna two months later, just as spring was touching the Alps 

sending shining streams of water cascading down the mountainsides. They were all too busy to 

notice Nature. There were the rail and steamship tickets to buy, the trunks and barrels to pack 

and send ahead on a freighter, the calls on friends and family—even to the country Eggers whom 

Liesl had never met. They attended even more concerts than usual, as if they were piling up 

music to last them through the long trip to New York. 

“Will you come to visit?” they anxiously asked everyone. “Oh, please do come!” 

Everyone said yes, but the young couple knew that people probably wouldn’t. They felt 

as if they were skiers heading out over an outcropping and not knowing what was below, and 

they clung to each other fiercely. 

“It will be wunderbar!” they told each other. But sometimes Liesl had to stifle a fit of 

sobbing in the night. Her precious family—all left behind. 

Finally the day came for them to take the train to Rotterdam to board the ship for New 

York. That gray morning in May, the Prinz family made its way through the streets of Vienna to 

the North Station. It was so quiet that it was almost unendurable, as if it were a funeral 

procession. 

Herr Prinz rode in a cab with Mama beside him in a black silk dress. He waved a 

handkerchief back and forth through the window as the cab made its way slowly through the 

streets of Vienna, the rest of the family walking alongside. Clop, clop, clop—the cab horse’s 

hooves were the only sound. At the station, Hugo’s Uncle Josef met them and pressed an 

envelope into Hugo’s hands. Inside was a bank note for two hundred kronen. God knows how he 

could have saved it. His thin shoulders shook as he embraced Hugo, and he could not speak at 

all. 



Mama and Papa had finally been able to make their peace with Liesl’s and Hugo’s 

leaving for America because members of the famous Prinz family were all acquainted with the 

flexibility necessary for a successful career in music. Papa had lived several years in Paris until 

he was offered the position at the Conservatory back in Vienna. Before her marriage, Liesl’s 

sentimental mother had been a valued soprano in Venice, and on her marriage to Oskar Prinz, 

she had left that city for the capital without a backward glance, although her own mother had 

surely shrieked, too. Aunt Bibi appeared in the light opera companies of a variety of cities: Linz, 

Prague, and Budapest. Liesl, before the tonsillectomy, not only sang in Cologne but in Milan. 

Now Gertie had made her debut in Berlin. 

Before the train arrived, Herr Prinz made a speech. “Vienna is our city,” and he paused 

with the difficulty of speaking with the burden of so much emotion. “Vienna is our city, but our 

country is music.” Liesl’s papa stood foursquare, as if he were a politician—but a politician with 

tears in his eyes. “We are never far away or lost from each other when we hear the music of 

Vienna. All of us are forever near and alive in the vibrant harmonies of Mozart and Brahms and 

Wagner.” Then he stopped, because the train was approaching, and there were no more words to 

say. 

What a terrible ordeal! Hugo and Liesl were quiet for many miles as the train chugged 

toward France. One thing they knew; this parting was permanent. They would be Americans in 

America. 

 

Hugo stopped reminiscing when a crowd of performers came into the Broadway bar. 

Memories of Vienna melted as he watched these young people. They had finished their matinee, 

and were taking a break before the evening performance. They shouted for beer and competed 



for the pickled eggs on the counter. Hugo waved when he saw them. They were regulars at the 

Paris Garden, a vaudeville theater where he used to work before Arnie hired him for The 

Criterion. He was fond of them all, particularly the dwarf, Curry, and he would have liked to join 

them for another beer, but it was time to go home. He looked forward to going home these days, 

since Liesl was completely recovered from her troubles, busy with her costumes, and Effie had 

arrived. 

He walked jauntily down the street to their apartment building, so imposing against the 

evening sky. At Number 343, he bounded up the marble stairs. Inside the flat, the scene was just 

as he had anticipated: the coal fire whistling in the parlor fireplace, the children playing on the 

floor, waiting for his return, delicious smells wafting from Effie’s kitchen, and Liesl sitting on 

the davenport sewing something pink for Shirley. “The Papa! The Papa!” sang out the children, 

as Liesl had taught them to do. 

“Time to wind the clock,” he said, as he did every evening. 

A light snow was falling outside the fire-lit room. After supper—lovely cabbage soup and 

baked apples—Effie took the children off to bed. Now Liesl and Hugo were alone, sitting in the 

easy chair next to the fire. Nestled in this chair in the quiet room, they felt as if they were on 

their honeymoon again. Flitterwochen and honeymoon—both carefree words. “Do you 

remember, meine Liebelein, the little sitting room at Baden-Baden?” he asked. 

Recollecting their glamorous honeymoon was a way they sometimes began their love 

making. Liesl comically ascribed all their luck, including her creamy skin and Hugo’s glossy full 

head of hair to Baden-Baden. Now, she rubbed her finger across his straight, thin moustache—so 

debonair her Hugo—as she conjured up those perfect two weeks. 



Their Flitterwochen suite at the grand hotel in Baden Baden had had its own parlor. They 

had married in the fall, as the trees were at the height of fiery color. On the train, in the little 

compartment they occupied on the way to the resort, they felt as if the forest flying past their 

window was trying to stage its most flamboyant display for them alone. They moved through the 

resort city on jets of helium, so obviously in love that even the cynical restaurant waiters tenderly 

served them. They heard concerts in the great hall almost every night, watched fireworks from 

their room’s private patio, consumed stupendous dinners in shining restaurants. Tiny Liesl was 

stunning in golden, rose, and blue dresses fit for a princess. Mama had seen to her trousseau. 

They might have been Habsburgs! “Except, my darling,” cooed Liesl, “you have a strong Jewish 

lip, not that fleshy royal worm.” 

 

Now in New York, over a decade later, Hugo hummed “Tales from the Vienna Woods” 

and kissed her again. How many kisses had there been? A million, like the stars, he thought. 

What perfection! His own beautiful Liesl cuddled here on his lap in their warm home with their 

two angels asleep upstairs. She had given up the gloomy religiosity so foreign to her happy 

nature that had kept her captive for many weeks and had come back to him as her own playful 

self. He was making a good living for them and would make a better one. Her old father, the 

volatile and famous violist, had predicted something else. “You will ruin yourself, and you will 

ruin Liesl,” Hugo was pleased to whisper now in Oskar Prinz’s growl. Liesl smiled. How Hugo 

wished the old papa had lived to learn that he, Hugo Huber, was the conductor of the Criterion 

Motion Picture Theatre Orchestra! 

 


